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Abstract. We present new interface tools for the interactive motion modeling
and construction of parameterized motion databases for virtual agents. The tools
provide different forms of visual exploration of database coverage, providing an
intuitive way to model and refine motions by direct demonstration.

In interactive virtual training and assistance applications, virtual agents are driven
by realistic motion synthesis techniques with parameterized variations in respect to a
given scenario. Building such database can be complex, time-consuming and in many
cases must be done by experts. Common solutions for the motion modeling process
rely on hand-crafted motions [2, 12, 13], gestures synthesized with algorithmic procedures [5, 6], motion blending based on captured data [7, 8, 10, 11], etc. We improve
the modeling phase of our existing interactive motion modeling framework by direct
demonstration [1]. The frameworks is based on a full-scale 3D display facility, and has
been extended to include intuitive interfaces to build, visualize, evaluate and refine a
motion database in respect to the spatial coverage inside a simulated workspace, guiding the on-line programming of scenario-specific examples.
Interface Description Our system targets situations where the user is able to model
clusters of action or gesture motions by direct demonstration. This is done via either a
wearable gesture vest [3] or Vicon tracking system for capturing upper-body motions together with data gloves for capturing hand motions. A WiiMote serves as an interface to
create new cluster types, start/stop capture, playback, trim, annotate stroke points, save
or delete motions. Clusters defined by examples is an important concept for specifying
parameterized action or gesture types, and motions within a same cluster are blended
to consistently represent variations of the same type. The user can also examine the
database spatial coverage inside the virtual workspace with two visualization methods
(described below) for guidance on improving the database coverage as needed. The coverage refers to how well each motion cluster is parametrized using inverse blending [4]
from the discrete examples in order to satisfy specified spatial constraints. Fig 1 top left
outlines framework pipeline, top right shows one motion being reviewed for editing.
Database Spatial Coverage Visualization The ability to enforce constraints for
new motions greatly depends on the existing variations among the example motions.
In general, a small number of carefully selected example motions can provide good
coverages for the regions of interest (ROIs) in the workspace. We propose two specific
visualization methods rendering a palette of colors [9, 14, 15] inside the workspace
to intuitively guide the user during the process of adding new motions to refine the
database for improved coverage: Workspace Volume Visualization (WV) and Local
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Coverage Visualization (LV). See Fig 1. WV conducts a coarse uniform sampling of
the workspace and presents the overall spatial coverage with colored cubes for the entire workspace without the need to define an overly fine subdivision of the constraint
space. Each cube represents a reaching target (spatial constraint), and a motion synthesized towards each cube is measured by reaching precision (error e∗ ) using a constraint
evaluation function, and the value e∗ /emax (∈ [0, 1]) is mapped onto a hue color space
then assigned to each cube. For a reasonably sized database WV takes a few seconds
to generate, then the user can immediately spot areas with low coverage by the color of
the cubes (red or orange), and add additional motion towards these areas. LV renders
a transparent colored mesh geometry covering a small ROI, delimiting the coverage
evaluation within its volume. It focuses on the local coverage visualization taking only
milliseconds to be computed, and it is suitable for fine tuning coverage of smaller volumes when only small local regions are of interest. LV uses the same color mapping but
applied to mesh vertices. LV follows the movement of the user’s hand, its size and shape
can be iteratively changed for either fast sweeping over large ROIs (a table surface) or
for carefully checking small ROIs (buttons, etc). LV is also able to utilize motions dynamically added to the database without any pre-computation lag. Please refer [4] for
details on motion synthesis and error evaluation with spatial constraints.
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Fig. 1. Top-left: framework pipeline. Top-right: user moves his hand to scroll through a motion
being edited. Bottom-left: Workspace Volume Visualization mode gives an overview of database
coverage, density and error threshold can be adjusted for clear viewing. Bottom-right: Local
Coverage Visualization mode, ideal for checking small ROIs like dials and buttons.

Conclusions and Acknowledgments Our proposed tools greatly improve the process of interactive motion modeling and the overall approach constitutes a powerful approach for programming virtual agents. This work was partially funded by NSF award
IIS-0915665.
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